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slide technology is advertised by ocd and idexx. fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio in biology,
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pletser technology and engineering center for space utilization, chinese academy of sciences, beijing, china;
vladimiretser@csu abstract fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio can be found in nearly all domains of
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relative to absolute zero. we use the unit of kelvins for these readings. • absolute zero: this is the lowest
temperature possible.if you remember that temperature is a measurement of how much atoms move around
in a solid, chemistry & physics - southwestern oklahoma state ... - chemistry faculty members and their
commitment to high-quality education give the southwestern oklahoma state university chemistry major
acompetitive edge for success. each area of specialization is taught by an instructor with a ph.d. in that area,
such as organic chemistry, analytical chemistry, inorganic february 2018 technology assessment
chemical innovation - • breakthrough technologies in sustainable chemistry could transform how the
industry thinks about performance, function, and synthesis. sustainable chemistry creates opportunities to use
a different conceptual framework that allows industry to create molecules with better performance.
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